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Question: 88
Which of the following statement about IVS1800 is wrong ?
A . The local airport is suitable for a single IVS1800 scene
B . For local man-machine scenarios, a PC needs to be prepared for business configuration
C . The iClient client scenario is applicable to multiple IVS1800 scenarios
D . iClient field is, need to prepare – a PC is used to configure the business

Answer: B

Question: 89
For the two-way single-lane scene where vehicles pass, which of the following camera selection methods is most
suitable for?
A . 4-cylinder machine 2 ball machine
B . 4-cylinder machine
C . 2-cylinder machine 1 ball machine
D . 3-cylinder machine 2 ball machine

Answer: C

Question: 90
The video big data system can aggregate and store all kinds of video data (vehicles, faces, portraits, etc.) and perform
standardized processing.
A . True
B . False

Answer: A

Question: 91
Which of the following is suitable for the conditions that meet the requirements for the connection between the upper
and lower domains of the intelligent vision platform?
A . The platforms are respectively IVS3S00 and IVS1800, and the docking protocol is ONVIF protocol
B . The platforms are IVS3800 and IVS3800 respectively: the docking protocol is ONVIF protocol
C . The platforms are IVS3300 and Mi 1estone respectively, and the docking agreement is NSS agreement
D . platform were IVS3800 and IVS3800 docking protocols for the NSS agreement

Answer: D

Question: 92
A park intends to add a dome camera to the existing integrated video site, which uses PoE to supply power. Which
interface of PowerCube 500 should be accessed?
A . DC48V
B . PoE++ interface
C . DC12V
D . AC24V

Answer: B

Question: 93
When checking the license operating status of the intelligent vision platform, what needs to be focused on is whether
the license status is activated and the license utilization rate.
A . True
B . False

Answer: A

Question: 94
The () function of the ball camera can ensure that the camera automatically returns to the preset position after manual
operation.
A . Caretaker
B . Electronic map
C . Preset position
D . Cruise

Answer: A

Question: 95
Which of the following descriptions about the H.265 encoding protocol is wrong?
B . 265 uses a new MV (motion vector) prediction method
D . 265 proposes multiple more flexible adaptive deblocking filters
F . 265 transform block to expand 16X16, 32X32, 64X64 tree coding block
H . 265 uses a simpler intra-frame prediction method

Answer: A

Question: 96
Which of the following applications does not belong to the scope of target recognition?
A . Objective 1: N search
B . Hair color comparison

C . Target 1:1 comparison
D . Age recognition

Answer: B

Question: 97
When multiple lens devices are installed in a certain area (exceeding the maximum number of windows supported by
the client), and these video sites need to view the live video, which of the following functions can be used to achieve?
A . Multiple layouts
B . On the wall
C . Cruise
D . Polling

Answer: D

Question: 98
Which of the following are smart vision platform devices? (Multiple Choice)
A . Light edge
B . Precision air conditioning
C . UPS
D . Micro-edge

Answer: AD

Question: 99
If you need to uniformly manage the access platform and analysis platform on the HoLoSens iClient client, you need
to configure the access platform correlation analysis platform in the CSPOM portal where the access platform is
located.
A . True
B . False
Answer: A

Question: 100
Which of the following types of data cannot be used when the intelligent vision drier performs the intelligent analysis
task of face detection?
A . Video files uploaded directly to the platform
B . Video recorded by the camera in the SD card
C . Live camera
D . Historical videos stored on the platform
Answer: B
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